
The Rhino In Right Field: A Heartwarming Tale
of Baseball and Friendship
Baseball has always been known as America's favorite pastime. From the crack
of the bat to the roar of the crowd, there is something magical about stepping
onto a baseball field. It's a place where dreams are born, friendships are forged,
and legends are made. But what happens when a legendary player meets an
unexpected teammate in the form of a rhino?

The Rhino In Right Field is a heartwarming story about a young boy named Jack
who is passionate about the game of baseball. Jack is a talented player but
struggles to find his place on the team. He dreams of playing in right field, where
his heroes have made incredible catches and remarkable plays. Little does he
know that his dream is about to come true in the most extraordinary way.

Striking a Unique Friendship

One sunny afternoon during a charity event at the local zoo, Jack's life takes an
exciting turn. As he explores the different animal exhibits, he stumbles upon a
majestic rhinoceros named Rocky. The bond between Jack and Rocky is
instantaneous, as if they were destined to meet. Rocky possesses a unique talent
- an incredible ability to catch anything thrown towards him.
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With his newfound friend, Jack decides to bring Rocky to his Little League team's
practice. The team, initially skeptical of having a rhino on their field, soon realizes
the potential that lies in this extraordinary creature. Rocky quickly becomes a
sensation, effortlessly fielding every ball that comes his way. Jack's dream of
playing in right field suddenly becomes a reality, and the team gains a newfound
hope for success.

Overcoming Challenges as Friends and Teammates

Having a rhino on the team comes with its fair share of challenges. Jack and
Rocky face criticism from opposing teams, questioning the validity of their
partnership. The duo becomes the target of ridicule and doubts, but they refuse to
let negativity impact their love for the game.

As the season progresses, Jack and Rocky prove that they are a formidable duo.
Their unbreakable bond, combined with Rocky's remarkable skills, transforms the
team's performance. The Rhino In Right Field not only showcases the power of
friendship but also highlights the importance of embracing differences and
overcoming obstacles.

An Inspirational Journey

The Rhino In Right Field is more than just a story about baseball. It is a tale that
teaches us valuable lessons about perseverance, determination, and the beauty
of unexpected friendships. It reminds readers that anything is possible when we
push the boundaries of conventional thinking.
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Throughout their journey, Jack and Rocky inspire not only their team but also the
entire community. The local supporters rally behind the unlikely duo, filling the
stadium with cheers and excitement. People of all ages are captivated by their
story, proof that the love for the game transcends boundaries.

A Story for All Ages

The Rhino In Right Field is a book that appeals to baseball lovers of all ages.
Young readers will be enchanted by the magical world where a rhino plays
alongside their favorite characters, while older readers will appreciate the deeper
messages and themes portrayed in this heartwarming tale. It is a story that brings
families and communities together, reminding us of the power of unity and the joy
of shared dreams.

Whether you're a die-hard baseball fan or simply someone who appreciates a
good story, The Rhino In Right Field is a must-read. It will take you on a journey
filled with laughter, tears, and unforgettable moments. So grab your glove, put on
your favorite team's cap, and get ready to be swept away by this remarkable tale
of baseball and friendship.
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“Laugh-out-loud fun…A winner in every way.” —Kirkus Reviews (starred
review)“Funny and good-hearted.” —Publishers Weekly

A boy who loves baseball must get past his hard-working immigrant parents—and
the rhino in the outfield—to become a batboy in this laugh-out-loud middle grade
novel in the tradition of The Sandlot.

Nick wants to change his life. For twelve years, he’s done what his hard-working,
immigrant parents want him to do. Now he’s looking for his own American dream
and he thinks he’s found it. The local baseball team is having a batboy contest,
and Nick wants to win.

But the contest is on a Saturday—the day Nick has to work in his father’s shop.
There’s one other tiny—well, not so tiny—problem. A 2,000-pound rhinoceros
named Tank. Nick and his friends play ball in the city zoo—and Tank lives just
beyond the right field fence. Nick’s experience getting the ball out of Tank’s pen
has left him frozen with fear whenever a fly ball comes his way. How’s a lousy
fielder going to win the contest?

Nick practices every day with his best friend, Ace, and a new girl who has an
impressive throwing arm! But that’s not enough—to get to the contest, Nick has to
lie to his parents and blackmail his uncle. All while dodging the school bully, who’s
determined to win even by playing dirty. Nick will need to keep his eye on the ball
in this fast, funny story about a game that can throw you some curveballs—just
like life!
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